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i have worked for about 4 years with jewelcad (and have used it to make jewelry before) and i have always used more than
one software package to make my jewelry. i know my designs will look so much nicer if i have realistic texturing. i dont
have that kind of money to spend, so i have found ways to add that kind of detail in jewelcad. i use the organic modeling in
jewelcad to make the "skin" for the stones and then i use mudbox to put in the veins and veins. i have also used the spline
modeling tool in jewelcad to make the insides of rings and things. jewelcad is very basic. i like to have the option of using
other software to make the final details. i was just trying to see what you think about jewelcad 5.1. jewelcad 5.1 is a major
upgrade for jewelcad, and it is all about 3d texturing. however, i believe jewelcad will still be useful in the future. it is
easier to use than the older packages, so it might be easier to teach jewelcad to new artists. i think the answer is a mix of
both. once youve learnt how to use the basic modelling software, it will be easier to learn how to use the more complex
software packages. but like i said, the best way to find out if one is worth investing in is to try them out. there are plenty of
free trial versions available online. im pretty sure that if you search for jewelcad on the web you can find them, and there
are many more in the amazon affiliate program. good luck, and hopefully this has answered your questions. thank you
very much for your reply. to be honest my knowledge of 3d modelling is limited and it is something i would like to learn
how to do properly and not just produce an ok looking piece. i will spend some time on your site researching the software
you have mentioned but would like to know of any other software you recommend or that would compliment what i do?
again thank you for your reply and understanding.
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thanks for that jack, i will look into it, i am not sure i need so much flexibility as i can get from the provided software. i am
a jeweller who trains at art school rather than through the trade, i have picked up lots of skills in my 20 odd years of

working at the bench and have developed a range of contemporary precious jewellery incorporating gold and gemstones.
this is only one aspect of my practice and probably takes up about 20% of my time but obviously has the potential to be

the most financially viable. my designs are quite geometric and i dont think i would use close to 10% of the capabilities of
matrix but i do need to be able to alter ring size, gem size and type of setting in individual designs. i guess i want to know
if an investment in matrix will be worth it or whether i get rhinogold and work with its limitations is an investment in matrix
going to set me up for the future i understand youre a cad specialist, not a psychic but is an investment in matrix software

and skills going to still be valuable in 10 years time, say. the most obvious 2d design software tool availablewould be
adobe photoshop, but it is not the only one. there isalso corel paint and sketchbook pro, among others. there is even a

jewellery specific 2d design software package gemvision design studio(previously known asdigital goldsmith). as far as i
know, there are no cad software packages that will import from pro-e. there are so many other cad packages out there
that do this already though. in any case, you could import the model into a different cad package and export an stl file
from there. it would have to be the case that the other cad package has tools to create the surface relief you want. i'd

recommend trying to find a cad package that is specifically made for jewellery design. then you can import your model and
use the import tools to easily add in the reliefs you want. 5ec8ef588b
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